Relocalization under Substantial Appearance Changes using Hashing
Olga Vysotska

Abstract— Localization under appearance changes is essential for robots during long-term operation. This paper investigates the problem of place recognition in environments that
undergo dramatic visual changes. Our approach builds upon
previous work on graph-based image sequence matching and
extends it by incorporating a hashing-based image retrieval
strategy in case of localization failures or the kidnapped robot
problem. We present a variant of hashing algorithm that allows
for fast retrieval for high-dimensional CNN features. Our
experiments suggest that our algorithm can reliably recover
from localization errors by globally relocalizing the robot. At
the same time, our hashing-based candidate selection is substantially faster than state-of-the-art locality sensitive hashing.
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Fig. 1. Challenging image pairs for place recognition systems. Both images
have been recorded at the same place but during different times resulting in
strong appearance changes. The approach presented in this paper identifies
such corresponding images via sequence information and can handle loops
in the database sequences, recover from localization failures, as well as deal
with the kidnapped robot problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ability to localize itself is an essential capability for
goal-directed robot navigation. A central ingredient of localization as well as mapping is the capability to identify that
the robot is at a previously visited place, i.e., to make the data
association between the current observation and a previously
taken one. When operating in changing environments such
as outdoor scenes, the localization system should be able to
deal with substantial appearance changes. An example for
such appearance changes is depicted in Fig. 1. Both images
correspond to the observations taken at the same physical
location but at different times during the day.
The task of localization through image matching for
handling substantial changes in the appearance of a place has
been tackled by several researchers [4], [5], [7], [14], [19],
[21]. In line with previous work on this topic, we also rely
on sequence information, i.e., exploit the fact the images are
not obtained in a random order but according to the physical
motion of the robot through the environment. We solve the
problem by building a data association graph, where possible paths through this graph correspond to different image
matching hypothesis. Efficient relocalization is achieved by
a locality sensitive hashing strategy.
The main contribution of this work is a online approach
for finding correspondences between the currently acquired
image stream and a previously recorded image sequence even
under strong appearance changes. Our work is an extension
of our previous work as it uses the lazy search approach
proposed in [21] but proposes several extensions. First, we
provide a way for dealing with loops in the reference or
database sequences and introduce new edges into the data
association graph that is build up on the fly. Second, we
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provide an efficient way for relocalizing the robot in case
it got lost. Both extensions naturally integrate with and
extend [21] so that the same search approach and search
heuristic can be re-used. This furthermore does not affect
the online nature of the solution and the data association
graph is still built incrementally.
We make the following three claims for our approach. It is
able to (i) quickly relocalize the robot globally after getting
lost and can handle the kidnapped robot problem, (ii) can be
executed in an online fashion during navigation and requires
only a small amount of image to image comparisons, and (iii)
deal with loops in the reference images sequence while not
relying on GPS information or similar means. These three
claims are backed up through our experimental evaluation.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Localization is a relevant and frequently studied problem
in robotics. A prominent approach to visual localization is
FAB-MAP2 [5]. Dealing with substantial variations in the
visual input, however, has been recognized as an obstacle for
persistent autonomous navigation and one way to address it is
to exploit sequence information for the image alignment [9],
[13], [12], [14].
Over the past few years, different types of features have
been investigated for place recognition. Some approaches
use variants of HOG features such as [14] or Bag of Words
models optimized to seasonal changes [16]. More recently,
multiple researchers apply learned features as proposed by
Sermanet et al. [17] and suggested for place recognition by
Chen et al. [3]. These CNN features yield a high matching
quality but are rather high-dimensional, i.e., comparisons are
computationally expensive. This motivates the binarizations
of such features and efficient comparisons using the Hamming distance [2]. Other alternatives are place-dependent
features, which are optimized to the current location [11].

III. O UR A PPROACH
A. Lazy Data Association for Image Sequence Matching
The approach proposed in this paper is an extension of our
previous approach for visual place recognition in changing
environments [21]. The central idea of [21] is to perform
visual place recognition by matching image sequences: Given
a sequence of images, also called reference sequence, find
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query images

There is an increasing interest in the systems that can
localize under appearance changes and different weather
conditions. The experience-based navigation paradigm [4]
stores multiple images or experiences for individual places
and extends the place model whenever matching the current
images to previous ones becomes challenging. Extension of
experience-based navigation targets large-scale localization
by exploiting a prioritized collection of relevant experiences
so that the number of matches can be reduced [9]. SeqSLAM [13] aims at matching image sequences under strong
seasonal changes and computes an image-by-image matching
matrix that stores similarity scores between the images in
a query and database sequence. It computes a straight-line
path through the matching matrix and selects the path with
the smallest sum of similarity scores across image pairs to
determine the matching route. Milford et al. [12] present a
comprehensive study about the SeqSLAM performance on
low resolution images. Related to that, Naseer et al. [14]
focus on offline sequence matching using a network flow
approach and Vysotska et al. [21] extended this idea towards
an online approach with lazy data association and build
up a data association graph online on demand. Our paper
extends [21] by allowing more flexible reference trajectories
as well as efficient means for relocalization.
In visual place recognition, relocalization after getting lost
can be achieved by comparing the query image to all images
in the reference dataset as it was used by Neubert et al. [15].
To optimize the process of finding similar images in large
datasets Gionis et al. [6] proposed using hashing algorithm,
which was intensively used to solve text retrieval problems,
to search for duplicates and even similar images in the large
dataset, known as locality sensitive hashing (LSH). In LSH,
slight variation in the image domain should only lead to
slight variations in the hash. The disadvantage of LSH is
that it relies on a quite large number hash tables (> 100
is suggested in practice) to obtain a high retrieval accuracy.
To tackle this problem, Lv et al. [10] propose an efficient
indexing strategy, which allowed to reduce the number of
hash tables.
The popularity of the CNNs resulted in learned features,
which are high-dimensional in comparison to those used
by Lv et al. This slows down multi-probe LSH when
matching full image sequences. An alternative approach to
improve retrieval is spectral hashing [22], where a variant of
spectral clustering is performed on the database before the
operation in order to find better hash codes. Due to the highdimensionality of CNN features, spectral clustering becomes
computationally intractable and thus we rely on a variant of
LSH proposed by Lv et al.
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Fig. 2.
Graph structure inherited from the [21]. Green circles denote
expanded nodes (for which two feature vectors are compared); right circle
- match; blue - non match, but support the path hypothesis.

for the stream of incoming images the visually most similar
(sub-)sequence in the reference sequence. For making the
required associations, the approach uses the ideas of lazy data
association and solves the matching problem in an online
fashion.
We formulate the problem of matching image sequences
as a graph search problem, in which every node represents
the potential match between two images and edges encode
possible transitions between nodes. The shortest path through
this graph corresponds to the most likely data association
between the image sequences. Fig. 2 depicts the structure
of such a data association graph: green circle denotes the
nodes for which the matching cost has been computed and
blue (or red) nodes are those that belong to the found path.
The blue nodes are so-called hidden nodes, the ones that
support the path topology, but whose matching cost is higher
than a specified parameter (non-matching cost), i.e. the image
appear dissimilar. The red nodes are the ones for which
corresponding matching cost is lower than the non-matching
cost. The search ends (for each new image in the sequence)
when the latest image gets associated to a reference image,
either as hidden or real node.
This approach can accurately match image sequences but
has also some limitations. First, it cannot relocalize well
once lost. Second, it makes assumptions that query trajectory
roughly follows the reference trajectory. In this paper, we
overcome both limitations.
B. Robust Image Matching Costs with CNN Features
To align image sequences, we need to match the individual
images. Our approach represent each image by a single highdimensional feature vector. In their extensive study, Chen et
al. suggest that the 10th layer of the convolutional neural
network OverFeat [17] produces robust features for changing
environments. The size of the output feature vector depends
on the size of the input image. We opted for the smallest
acceptable size of 450 × 250 pixels, which results in feature
vector of approx. 200, 000 dimensions. Note, however, that
our algorithm is not limited to this kind of features and we
will plan to investigate alternative features such those from
VGG-16 [18], Net-VLAD [1] and PoseNet [8] in our future
work.
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Fig. 3. Example of the proposed hashing algorithm. Here the dataset
consists of 3 feature vectors of dimension 7 each. An entry of hash table
H[2] stores the IDs of the feature vectors 0 and 1, since for both of them,
dimension 2 has the value of 1. For a query feature, the set of dimensions
that take a value of 1 is A = {0, 1, 2, 4}. By collecting the values from
H, the set of potential matching candidates is 0 with occurrence 3, 1 with
occurrence 3 and 2 with occurrence 1. The resulting matching candidates
for query q are {0, 1}.

C. Efficient Relocalization Strategy
No localization system is free of failures. Thus, it can
happen that a robot gets lost, i.e, it cannot establish a correspondence between its current observations and the model
anymore. In our case, this means that the (sub-)sequence
of images, which the robot is currently acquiring, cannot
be matched to the reference sequence anymore. A common
reason for that in practice is the fact that the robot moves
along a so far unseen trajectory, for example, when leaving
the mapped area.
A good relocalization system should be able to detect
whenever the robot reenters the previously mapped area in
order to resume or restart the localization. To detect whether
the robot is lost, we analyze the nodes of the best current
matching hypothesis within the sliding window over time.
If the percentage of the hidden nodes within this window
exceeds 80%, i.e. only 20% of the images can be matched
to the reference sequence, we consider the robot as lost. The
size of the window depends on the framerate of the camera
and potentially also on the speed of the robot1 .
A straightforward but computationally demanding way to
find a reentry point is a brute force search through the whole
reference database. Instead, we propose to use hashing for
identifying potential reentry points. This results in comparing
a query image only to the subset of the database images that
are mapped to the same hash key. Hashing techniques are
known to be robust and efficient to find image duplicates. In
contrast to standard (cryptographic) hashing such as MD5
or SHA1, hashing for image retrieval is expected to assign
similar features to the same or neighbouring buckets, i.e.,
to similar hash keys. This property is referred to as locality
sensitive. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) proposed in [6]
was one of the first approaches to apply hashing for image
retrieval problems.
We found that the use of an improved version of the LSH,
called Multi-Probe LSH proposed by Lv et al. [10] is better
1 In our experiments (using car in an urban environment), the size was
set to 10 s.

suited for image matching tasks. Multi-Probe LSH builds on
top of the LSH but specifies an intelligent strategy to probe
specified buckets in multiple hash tables to get the higher
probability of finding similar images. In our work, we use
the Multi-Probe LSH in the following way: The moment the
robot is considered lost, the algorithm starts to hash every
incoming image qi and looks up for candidates C(qi ), stored
in the hash buckets, according to the probe strategy. More
information about the probing strategy can be found in [10].
After the potential matching candidates are retrieved, we add
the corresponding nodes to the graph
E reentry = {(x(i−1)j , xc )}c∈C(qi )

(1)

where i is the id of the current query image qi , the term
x(i−1)j corresponds to a node representing current best
matching hypothesis, and c refer to ids of the images in the
reference dataset that were retrieved as matching candidates
based on hashing.
Originally, Multi-Probe LSH was designed to match images that were taken under similar conditions and was
used with relatively low dimensional features, e.g. 64 or
192 dimensions. In this work, however, we rely on high
dimensional features (around 200K dimensions) as they show
a better matching performance under changing conditions.
This naturally leads to an increase in the querying time for
computing the potential candidates from the database.
To tackle this issue, we propose an alternative hashing
algorithm designed to explicitly take into account the highdimensionality of the data and thus improve the querying
time without compromising matching performance.
As in every hashing algorithm, the first step is to construct
the hash table H. We start with binarizing the feature vectors
that represent the images from the reference dataset. We
inherit the binarization strategy for CNN features proposed
by Arroy et al. [2]. To receive the binary values, we first scale
the feature vector so that the dimension with largest spread
lies in the interval [0, 255] and afterwards all dimensions
higher than a middle value 128 are assigned to 1, others 0.
Formally:
255
,(2)
f int = (f cnn − min(f cnn ))
cnn
max(f ) − min(f cnn )
(
1, iff int >= 128,
f bin =
(3)
0, iff int < 128
Let us assume we need to hash a dataset that consists
with N features indexed with n ∈ [0, N ] and each of the
feature has D dimensions indexed with d ∈ [0, D]. Then,
every entry in the hash table H[d] stores the set of indices
of all the features that have a value of 1 in dimension d:
H[d] = {n | fnbin [d] = 1}

(4)

In a query phase, the incoming image q gets also binarized
using the same procedure as in Eq. (3). Afterwards, we
extract a set of indices A(q) of dimensions take the value of
1 for the image q:
A(q) = {d | fqbin [d] = 1},

(5)

where |A| = M < D and typically M  D. We collect all
the feature indices from the hash table, that take a value of
1 for the dimension stored in A
ˆ a∈A H[a],
H[A] = ∪

E

D

B

C

reference
query
same place

A

(6)

ˆ denotes the set union preserving duplicates. We
where ∪
intentionally keep the duplicates in the set to further select
those feature candidates that have high number of occurrences in the set H[A]. This represents the fact that the
query feature q and candidate features from the database
share a substantial set of feature dimensions taking a value
of 1. Thus, they are likely to represent the same place. For
an illustration of the hashing procedure, consider the toyexample in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Left: Sketch of similar places situation. Right: sketch of a query
detour during which the robot is lost.

ground truth

expanded nodes

D. Loopy Reference Sequences
While recording the reference image sequence, it can
happen that the robot moves along the same route multiple
times. It may even be unavoidable given the topology of
the environment. In practice, this situation occurs frequently
when considering a typical urban mapping run using a car. In
Fig. 4 (left), we provide a sketch of a trajectory that shows
the situation in which reference trajectory visits the same
place in the environment twice from ’B’ to ’C’. The cost
matrix for a corresponding real world situation is depicted
in Fig. 13 (left) in the experimental section. In these matrices,
bright pixels correspond to a pair of images that appear
similar given the feature vectors, whereas dark pixels suggest
a low similarity. In this case after visiting the place ’C’,
there are two possibilities to proceed, either visiting ’C-D’
or ’C-F’. As the query trajectory follows the ’C-F’ route,
we can see a brighter pattern on the right lower part of
the cost matrix in the Fig. 13 (left), whereas if the query
trajectory followed the ’C-D’ direction, the pattern would
appear in a left lower part of the matrix. The previous version
of our approach [21], cannot handle this situation flexibly,
because the query sequence is expected to roughly follow
the reference one.
In this paper, we extend the approach so that the search
algorithm can flexibly “jump” between similar places in
reference sequence. The ability to “jump” is established
by creating the edges in the graph between the nodes that
correspond to the similar places in the environment. If
we know that image a corresponds to image b within the
reference sequence, then whenever the algorithm is requested
to expand the graph from the node xia , it will also expand
from the node xjb
E sim = {(xia , x(i+1)k )}k=b−K,...,b+K

(7)

where K - is a fan-out parameter that compensates for
different robot speeds or camera frame rates. The same
thoughts hold if the graph gets expanded from the node xib .
To be able to establish these nodes, we need to identify
which places, i.e. images, in the reference dataset represent
the same place. Since the evaluations are performed only
on the reference dataset, finding of the similar place can be
done offline using standard place recognition algorithm such

matching costs

real match

hidden match

Fig. 5. Example of possible outputs in our experiments. The cost matrix
stores the costs of matching individual images (not used in our algorithm).
Expanded nodes - matching costs computed in our algorithm. Real matches
- image pairs that represent the same place and hidden match - image pairs
that support the path hypothesis, but have low matching cost. Ground truth
matches that represent the same place in reality.

as FABMAP2 [5] since the images stem from the the same
appearance within the reference trajectory.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
Our experiments are designed to show the capabilities of
our method and to support our key claims, which are: Our
approach is able to (i) quickly re-localize after a period
while navigating without additional pose information, (ii)
handle the kidnapped robot problem, (iii) be executed in
an online fashion, and (iv) deal with loops in the reference
images sequence. We furthermore provide comparisons to
an existing methods such as [14], [13], [21]. We perform the
evaluations on own datasets as well as on publicly available
ones. To support the claims made in the beginning of the
paper, we have selected the datasets that explicitly represent
a particular challenge for localization. Some of them stem
from the Freiburg datasets used in [20], [21] and others from
the VPRICE Challenge dataset. Additionally, we collected a
more challenging dataset in terms of trajectory shapes. We
collected the data in Bonn with a car and a dashboard camera.
The query as well as reference trajectory contains several
revisits of the same places. In this paper, we use the datasets
collected in the morning with slight rain and overcast as well
as in the evening and very late evening on different days.
Example images can be seen in Fig. 1.
Note, that throughout all the experiments the cost matrix
was only computed for visualization purposes. The matching
algorithm only computes the matching costs for the image
pairs visualized in green. To enhance the visualization of the
cost matrix for larger datasets, we also overlayed the ground
truth results, see Fig. 5 for further notations.

Fig. 6. Example of a cost matrix for matching two trajectories, where the
query trajectory deviates from the reference one twice. Once at the beginning
and then in the middle. The places are marked with pink rectangles. Left:
matching matrix. Middle: result of proposed algorithm. Right: Result using
previous approach. Note that the full cost matrix for matching is only shown
for visualization and does not need to be computed by our approach.

Fig. 7. Example of the trajectory matching from the VPRICE datasets. Here
the query trajectory follows the reference trajectory twice, once during the
day time (upper matrix part) and once during the night time (lower matrix
part). Left: cost matrix. Middle: result of proposed algorithm. Right: Result
using previous approach.

A. Matching Performance and Localization Recovery
The first set of experiments is designed to show that our
approach is able to quickly relocalize after the system has
identified that it cannot find matching images for a certain
amount of time. This typically has the reason that the robot
is navigating outside the mapped area or that the robot has
been “kidnapped and teleported” to a different location the
map. In our setup, kidnapping is equivalent to the situation
that robot has deviated from a previously taken path and now
moves on a different subsequence of the reference data.
The first experiment is designed to show how our approach
can deal with situations, in which the robot is navigating
outside the mapped area (reference sequence). This means
that there are no corresponding images with respect to the
reference sequence. An example for that can be seen in
Fig. 6 (left) marked by the large rectangles. Fig. 6 (middle)
illustrates that our approach localizes the robot in such
a situation (as can be seen from the red (matched) and
blue (unmatched) pixels. In contrast, the standard lazy DA
approach [21] finds the matches only partially as is searches
in the wrong area of the graph, see Fig. 6 (right).
We further tested our system on the publicly available
VPRICE Challenge dataset to illustrate the handling of
the kidnapped robot problem. We depict here the part that
contains images where a person is moving with a hand-held
camera during the day in the reference sequence and repeats
the same path during the day and at night within the query
sequence. Since the image sequences between the day and
night runs are appended to each other, this corresponds to the
kidnapped robot situation, i.e. the robot was teleported from
the current location (end of the sequence) to another place
(beginning of the sequence). As Fig. 7 (middle) suggests
also in this case we can dramatically improve the matching
quality with respect to our previous approach Fig. 7 (right).
Furthermore, we evaluated our approach on a more challenging dataset that has multiple revisits of the same places in
query as well as reference sequence, see Fig. 8. The left

Fig. 8. Matching example from the Freiburg dataset. The trajectory contains
partial revisits of the reference sequence as well as detours in the query
sequence. Left: cost matrix. Middle: result of proposed algorithm. Right:
Result using previous approach.

image of Fig. 9 depicts the precision-recall curve and as can
be seen the quality of the result is also better than in our
previous approach [21] (here labeled as “RAL’16”) exactly
due to the ability to detect loops. Fig. 9 (right) visualizes the
results for a dataset with a query loop and relocalization part,
as in Fig. 6 and it clearly outperforms the RAL’16 approach.
The next experiment is performed using more challenging
shapes of trajectories, recorded in downtown Bonn. In Fig. 10
the query sequence was collected in the morning with a slight
rain, whereas the reference in the late evening around a week
later. The trajectories only partially overlapped, which results
in broken bright patterns in the cost matrix. As can be seen
the proposed approach (middle) is able to find the underlying
pattern, i.e. find the matches, whereas our previous approach
can only perform reliably within the continuous pattern.
Fig. 11 shows the results for another pair of trajectories. The
query sequence was collected in the early evening, whereas
the reference in the late evening. As can be seen the proposed
approach finds the underlying pattern as well as ignores the
areas, where the query trajectory deviates from the reference
one, thus no matching images and minimal expansion are
expected. Due to inability of our previous method to handle
the loops in the trajectories, without (GPS) priors, it performs
poorly on this dataset.
To evaluate the performance of our approach in a more
quantitative way, we computed precision recall as well as
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Fig. 10.
Matching example of trajectories from Bonn in which both
trajectories contain loops. The query also deviates for reference trajectory for
a significant amount of time. Left: cost matrix with ground truth overlayed.
Middle: proposed approach; Right: Result using previous approach.

F1-score statistics for the given datasets, see in the Tab. I. As
it can be seen, by introducing the additional constraints and
an efficient relocalization strategy, we are able to increase
the number of found image matches (recall) with almost the
same precision rate as in our previous paper. This naturally
leads to an increase in accuracy in terms of F1-score.
B. Hashing comparison
The second experiments is designed to show that the
performance of the proposed relocalization strategy and the
Multi-probe locality sensitive hashing is comparable. We
also confirm that the proposed hashing algorithm runs faster
for the data with very high dimensional features. For the
Multi-probe hashing we use the OpenCv implementation. We
select the following parameters for all of the experiments:
number of tree = 1, key size = 10 and probe level = 2.
From our experience selecting a higher number of trees
or key size does not improve the performance of the algorithm, but, dramatically increases the computation time.
Fig. 12 depicts only small deviations of the precision recall

Precision

Precision

Precision

Fig. 9. Precision recall plots for the dataset with multiple loops in query in
references sequences (left) and the dataset with a query connected through
the similar places in the reference sequence (right).
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Fig. 12. Precision recall plots for different pairs of trajectories from Bonn
dataset. LSH - results for locality sensitive hashing, DH - proposed hashing
algorithm (dimension hashing).

curves between the locality sensitive hashing (LSH) and
the proposed dimension hashing (DH), which indicates that
both hashing algorithm perform equally good on multiple
datasets. On the other hand, the run time of the individual
hashing strategies differ dramatically. For querying a set of
candidates the LSH on average takes 120 ms, whereas DH
retrieves the candidates in on average in 600 µs, which makes
the candidates extraction time around 200 times faster. This
speedup has a substantial impact on the overall timing.
Given the OverFeat feature vectors, we obtain the following timings. Processing a single image while being localized
takes 2 − 3 ms. In contrast, processing a single image while
being lost takes 30 − 80 ms using our DH hashing and
150 − 200 ms using LSH. Thus, our approach reduces the
runtime for the relocalization by a factor of 2.5-5 in our
experiments.
C. Loops in Reference Sequences

Fig. 11. Additional matching example from Bonn. Left: cost matrix with
ground truth overlayed. Middle: proposed approach; Right: Result using
previous approach.

The last experiment is designed to show that taking into
account the similarity of the places in the reference sequence
leads to better localization results. As it can be seen, in
Fig. 13 (middle), our proposed approach finds the underlying
pattern as oppose to the approach that does not take into
account the notion about the place similarity Fig. 13 (right).
Again this is an expected results and was the reason for

Fig. 13. Example of trajectories, where the reference sequence traverses
the same place in the environment twice (marked with orange squares)
and deviates in two difference direction upon exiting similar area. The
query trajectory then also passes the ”marked” area and follows one of the
direction in the reference sequence. Middle: result of proposed algorithm.
Right: Result using previous approach.

implementing this approach. Experiments with other datasets
show similar results, but are omitted here in sake of brevity.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new approach for quickly
finding correspondences between a currently observed image
stream and a previously recorded image sequence under
strong appearance changes. Related to [21], we build a
data association graph incrementally and search for a data
association sequence using an effective search heuristic. The
work proposed here overcomes two key limitations of our
previous method. First, we provide an efficient way for
re-localizing the robot in situations, in which it got lost,
after the robot has left the previously mapped areas and is
reentering the known part of the environment or to solve
the kidnapped robot problem. Second, our new approach
can deal with loops in the reference sequences effectively
without additional pose priors, like GPS. We implemented
and evaluated our approach on different publicly available
datasets. Our evaluations and comparisons show that we
can handle the above mentioned situations, which could not
been solved with the approach in [21]. We furthermore show
through the experiments that the our approach runs online,
provides an effective image matching, and supports all claims
made in this paper.
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